Environmental Policy
DPD Local is a leading provider of parcel delivery services, with a nationwide network of
depots. As a responsible company, we are committed to ensuring that environmental
management is a key priority. DrivingChange™ is our commitment to Corporate Social
Responsibility. We believe in being a responsible partner to the people, businesses, and
communities we work closely with. As delivery experts, our aim is to make a positive
impact through what we do each and every day. We’re focusing our efforts in four areas
where we can make the biggest difference:
- Carbon neutral commitment
- Smart urban delivery
- Innovative entrepreneurship
- Closer communities
On an ongoing basis, we will:

Prevent or minimise pollution and reduce the impact of our vehicle fleet on the
environment by:
- Reducing CO2 emissions via a combination of vehicle engineering, design, route
optimisation, good maintenance, driver assessment and awareness campaigns.
- Committing to regular fleet replacement.
Consider our impact on the environment when embarking on new activities and projects.
Reduce the impact of our current operations by:
- Managing our energy consumption through efficient use of electricity, gas, water and
other resources,and monitoring progress.
- Using recyclable and reusable materials wherever possible.
Develop targets to enable the continual improvement of the company’s
environmental performance.
Inform everyone working for our company, or on behalf of it, of the
content of this policy.
Comply with applicable environmental, legal and other requirements.
Ensure that preventative or corrective action is taken in the case of
non-compliance.
Review this policy annually, or whenever circumstances dictate.
To demonstrate our ongoing commitment to the environment, we are
certified to the internationally recognised environmental management
standard, ISO14001. This certification applies to our nationwide
network of depots, our Superhubs, Hinckley and Oldbury, our Linehaul,
Transport, HR & Training, Property, Purchasing and Quality teams.
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